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1. Campaign Background
 
This is a campaign where the characters are intended to be mobile between different "time streams".
The main five time streams are all versions of Earth, from the first half of the 20th Century through 
to the early 21st Century, but while the geography and history through to the end of the 19th 
Century seem the same, the worlds are very different.

Exactly what caused the differences between the worlds is unclear, but something that stands out is 
the more-or-less obvious presence across all the worlds of what most call 'flying saucers'.  And, the 
way significant numbers of people disappear, "Go West".  That's one reason you could call these the
"West Worlds".

Of course, "West" has been in the name of a quite a lot of media, but I'm afraid you will be 
disappointed if you think this campaign might feature (robot) cowboys or steam-punk; any Indians 
may be more likely to be Asian than Native American.  Then, you might think "Go West, Young 
Man, Go West!" is a bit less common than "Gone West", meaning someone has died.  The campaign
does not involve all the characters dying before start of play, except, maybe in a figurative sense, to 
their friends and family.  And, there might be more than one in-campaign reason why these are the 
"West Worlds".

2. Characters

 
In this campaign all the characters have "Gone West", which means they've all left their homes 
behind and been taken somewhere else.  They've all got a chunk of their memory missing, so they 
aren't completely sure what's happened, but they all know something fundamental has changed 
about them, and their previous lives were only a small part of what's really going on.  No, they've 
not died and somehow been brought back to life.

How big the memory loss is, and how quickly they've began to take control of their lives again is a 
decision for the player, as part of the character generation process.  They may chose that their 
character cannot recall their previous life at all, and all they have from it are some skills, if those.  
There's also the choice of the world the character comes from, and who they were there; each world 
offers different possibilities, some historic, some far more exotic.

The characters all share a means of travel between the various "time streams", that is a part of their 
(new) nature.  They all also have something which might be a partial substitute for their lost home.  
The characters will be expected to cooperate, for whatever personal reasons, in surviving and 
dealing with the situation in which they find themselves.
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3. Five Worlds

 
Please note this is player information, and may or may not be known to individual characters, even 
if they are from a particular world.
 
There are main five time streams in the campaign, and while all are versions of Earth, the worlds 
are very different.

3.1 Jewelled Europe

Europe is at war, and has been for nearly twenty years.  This is not a war as those in a more 
conventional 20th Century Earth would know it, for one thing World War One, the Great War, didn't
happen.  This is a war of thrusts and skirmishes, fought across Europe, and into the United 
Kingdom.  A war of men, some would say heroes, but all soldiers and spies; 'jewels' in the eyes of 
their nations.  A war of those with powers.

Why the Great War didn't happen is a question only asked by those not native to this time stream, of
which there's a few, from time streams where it was a clear historic fact.  The historians of this 
world remark that while some said a European War was inevitable (and some said it'd never happen,
because of the strong trading ties between the nations), the shift of attention to the Orient almost 
certainly delayed things until 1917.  Then, as the troops gathered, with war finally looking 
inevitable, the influenza epidemic struck, and struck again the following year.

Those in the troop camps, and a few elsewhere, the survivors, anyway, included a small number 
with what came to be called 'facets', psychic talents of a powerful and mostly physical nature.  
Nothing to do with ectoplasm and ghosts, or visions of future good fortune.  Powers from myth and 
legend, and some unknown to those.  And, a willingness to use these to fight for their country, 
something they've been doing for most of two decades.

As a player-character you were born in this world, and became a 'jewel', with effectively super-hero 
powers.  Or, you woke in this world with little memory, a refugee, gained powers, then slowly 
remembered another world, a time stream, which you once called your home.  As a player, if you 
really wanted to, you could have a character from this world who has no such powers...  Becoming 
a 'jewel' after start of play is not anticipated as being a campaign option for any 'normal' character.

This is 1936 Europe, and the fighting continues.

3.2 Sleeping America

"Things aren't good, but they aren't as bad as they were earlier in the Great Depression.  Yes, 
employment prospects still aren't good, but if you scrimp and save you can get by.  Most people 
don't tend to think about the future, or the past, much, though some talk about the 'Good Old Days' 
in the 20s."
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"Sometimes, you meet someone with a accent, Irish, Italian, some stranger, who says funny things, 
maybe asks questions you can't quite remember, then goes off looking unhappy.  But, they're just 
folk, and don't get nasty about it."

"Strange thing, seems to have been 1936 for a long time now, but that's nothing to worry about..."

As a player-character this is a world to escape from, to 'awaken'.  Very little is going on, and the 
only real questions are what has gone wrong, and who are the strangers with the accents, who at 
least seem to have some idea there's something gone wrong, unlike almost everyone.  Being caught 
by this world (which can't happen to the player-characters) could be pretty bad.  Acquiring the 
'awoken' abilities later in play might be possible, but would be rather unusual.

This looks like 1936 America, and has for a long time now...

3.3 Seize The Sky

"We've won the War, explored the Earth, plumbed the oceans.  And next, we're going to conquer the
sky, Space.  And, if we don't do it first, those Ruskies will get there, and who knows what they'll 
do?  I know it's just whispers, but, what about the Martians?  Or, wherever those flying saucers are 
coming from.  You're not going to tell me they're friendly, no matter what those hippies say, or 
they'd land on the White House lawn, and introduce themselves."

"Don't know about you, I know I'll never be an astronaut, but, Uncle Jack's in the Air Force, and my
niece, Cassie, maybe she'll be one, someday.  I just keep my flying hours up, study those reports of 
strange lights in the sky; you never know when I might need my pilot's license to get somewhere in 
a hurry."

As a player-character this is a good world to have come from if flying, in the air or even Space, 
looks interesting.  This is a world of paranoia, conspiracy theory, and a need to fly, the higher the 
better.  There are groups here who help those who they believe have been 'abducted' (or 'blessed', 
depending on the group), and you could have been assisted by one of those, learned to fly, then 
slowly remembered another time stream, where you came from.  As a player, having a character 
from this world who isn't concerned with flight would be pretty pointless, though the flying saucers 
are likely most visible here, if you can sift through all the strange ideas and speculations.  Training 
could give the flight abilities later in play.

It's early 1960s American, and you're space-mad or watching the skies.

3.4 Dig For Victory

"OK, it's bad, it's really bad.  But, we're not dead yet.  Living underground, you get used to it, after a
while, and there's kids today who've never seen the sky.  And, don't believe you when you talk about
snow, falling from it.  People get clothed, fed, and, maybe, one day, when the ractivity dies down, 
we can live on the surface again.  If, the machines will let us, or we can figure a way of smashing 
them, of course.  Maybe they'll all have rusted to death?"
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"Till then, we keep digging.  Things were pretty chaotic, early on, we lost a lot of records, in the 
dark.  Bless Doctor Cormish for inventing the digging machines, even though some don't like 
they're nuclear powered.  No artificial intelligence in them, you can be sure.  And, there's a lot more 
places with that 'fluorescent rock' than anyone used to think, which is pretty useful.  There's lots of 
ways you can cook mushrooms and cave fish, too.  And, sooner or later we'll have the whole 
country on the radio, and the phone, again."

"Dug down into another lost storage chamber, last week, packed with things like fridges and other 
white goods.  Jessie sniffed it out; some might call him a 'mutie' but he works as hard as any other 
man.  I was in the digger gang so I'm pretty high on the credit list, so my block kitchen will owe 
me."

As a player-character this is a good world to have escaped from, if the idea of living underground, 
and possibly having (mostly) beneficial mutations, interests.  You will not have spent much, if any, 
time on the surface.  You will almost certainly not be a big supporter of artificial intelligence, or 
atomic weapons, because those are believed what was responsible for the mess this world is in.  As 
a world which is almost completely underground the idea of “flying saucers” makes a lot less sense 
here, though there's historic knowledge of them, mostly thought to have been used by the AIs.  As a 
player having a character from this world who has no mutations is quite possible; acquiring 
mutations after start of play is not possible for any 'normal' character, though more might be added, 
or existing ones refined.

In late 1980s America there's a lot of underground to get lost in.

3.5 Play The Game

"Everyone likes a good game, gets the blood pumping, keeps the mind sharp.  Of course, some 
can't, or won't, play.  But, the tv is pretty good these days, tens of channels, subscription for the 
good stuff, the special matches.  And, the Olympics, of course.  Not just good for your health, to be 
a sportsman you need to train your mind, be ready for those trying to confuse you.  Turn you into 
just a consumer."

"Then, there's those poor sods who can't handle reality, don't enjoy sports.  I just pity them, running 
away from reality, drugging themselves into oblivion.  They should just get stuck in, join a local 
club, start one if they have to.  Anything, cricket, bowls, ping pong if nothing else.  Competition, it's
part of human nature."

As a player-character this is about as close to a 'normal' Earth as exists in this campaign, though 
there are definitely multiple layers of strange things going on.  You will very likely be concerned 
with sport in some way (and be significantly anti-drug), be involved in or resisting the advertising 
industry, or be part of a drug culture that thinks little of sport and despises the advertising industry.  
Apart from that it is 'business as usual' for a 'normal' 2011 Earth.  A character from this world who 
isn't 'sporty', doesn't care about advertising, and is neutral on the subject of drugs might be possible, 
but would rather be missing the point.  Acquiring the strange abilities those from this world get after
start of play might be very difficult to justify, for any 'normal' character, though the hypnotic skill 
could be learned.

2011; you either compete, or you go under.
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4. Other Worlds

 
Please note this is player information, and may or may not be known to individual characters, even 
if they are from a particular world.
 
There are two secondary time streams in the campaign, and these are a bit more complex than 
access to a single world even as large and diverse as Earth is.  They are also, in some respects, more
'broken' than the main five.

4.1 Wonderland

In some ways the most dangerous of the worlds, though with the greatest range of technical 
possibilities, as there is vacuum close to where a lot of the people live and work.  There is 
interstellar travel, faster-than-light (FTL), and the peoples mostly seem split between 'worlders', 
who live on conventional, frequently terraformed, planets or moons, and 'spacers', who don't.  There
is considerable concern about politics, and reported sightings of aliens.

A major split in the spacers is between the 'cybers', humans with cybernetic implants, and the 
'purists', who believe that degrades human nature.  Implants or appliances avoid most language-
based misunderstandings.

A really big issue is that ships need a 'dea' (Greek for 'goddesses'; 'dee-ah') to be able to go FTL; 
some (even non-space) human-crewed ships grow these over time, but obtaining the 'good' ones is a
big concern.  There are a wide range of superstitions and irrational beliefs about these - no one 
really seems to worship them, though.  Travel on a 'bad' ship supposedly risks things like 'causality 
psychosis'.

As a player-character coming from this world will give you a futuristic background, and very likely 
a concern about time.  This is about living in Space, travelling incredible distances, even between 
the stars, and probably worrying about what the 'purists' (Space Nazis) will do next.  You might 
have a dea companion, and/or related psionic abilities.  Though most people don't seem to like to 
think about it, there is something wrong with the history of this world, the last hundred years, 
anyway: gaps, fuzzy areas, inconsistencies.  Those who are willing to study the problem (doing this 
may be bad for their sanity) think this is something to do with causality, as the first practical faster-
than-light research goes back about a century, and theory says FTL and cause-and-effect don't go 
well together.  As a character you could have been found, with no background, been treated for 
memory problems in this world, got things like implants and/or psionics, then recalled another 
world you originally came from.  Characters from this world don't need to have cyborg implants, or 
have anything to do with dea, but these are a major plot point for this world.  Adding more implants 
later, for those who start with them, may be feasible, but is very difficult to do for any non-cyborg 
'normal' character (there are medical record and other issues); getting psionic abilities after start of 
play would also be very difficult to justify, though existing ones might be developed, or more 
added.

Allegedly it is sometime in the mid 2130s, though when you ask, many people get jumpy, and 
obsessively check various means of time-keeping.
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4.2 Lost Worlds

The best known part of this world is the city of New Opar.  This appears to be inhabited by a 
diverse mixtures of peoples, possibly refugees, from a number of cities called 'Opar', and some 
other cities of more obscure name (including Korad).  New Opar is a trading port city with a near-
perfect harbour, surrounded by jungle, in a pleasant semi-tropical climate, with mostly peaceful 
peoples.  There are no obvious seasons.  It is run by a supposed immortal Queen, who co-rules with 
a 'Council of All', who appear to appoint quite fair judges.  There's very little record keeping, 
though everyone seems to be literate, and very few children, or elderly people, around.

Where things get strange is the way that ships sail out on to the mist-strewn ocean, and sink out of 
sight, far more quickly than sailing over a horizon would allow.  Similar they raise into sight, and 
come out of the mists into port.  Birds do not venture out of the harbour, over the ocean.  Sailors 
talk of trade with distant, barbarian, lands (sometimes they call them 'planes'), the treasures and 
strange fruit of the city, for exotic foreign meat and goods.  It is said that you can easily get lost and 
wander forever in the jungles, if you take the wrong paths.  Skilled guides are recommended.

There is no obvious magic in this city, though the Queen is said to have strange powers, and there 
are supposed to be secret pools in which you could bathe to strengthen the powers of your mind.  
The men of one of the people's of the city are remarkable large and hairy (some would say ape-
like), while their women are bronzely beautiful to more conventional human eyes.  There are what 
seem normal dark skinned, eyed, and haired humans, but among them are men who it's said once 
could change to an animal form, but refuse to talk about that, these days.  The third common group 
have red skins, seem rather physically weak, but somehow always know what others of their race 
mean; they are clever and generally nice people.  The few pale-skinned humans, some who know 
not who they are, tend to rather stand-out.  Everyone seems to be able to make themselves 
understood, though, if you listen carefully they seem to be using a mix of languages.

As a player-character you are one of the normal dark humans of New Opar, with an understanding 
of how to live in a low-technology world, where a few have psychic powers.  Very likely, the past 
isn't that important to you, the future can mostly take care of itself.  Life is pretty good, and very 
few are poor or short of things like food or good water, even though they may not own or rent a roof
to sleep under at night.  Those short of wealth can always do a few days in the mines, it's not that 
risky.  If you have psychic powers yourself you may be a guide, through the jungle, or for ships 
between the planes.  If you are someone from another world (a time stream, not one of the other 
Lost Worlds), you awoke here with memory problems, but have had an easy life and a chance to 
acquire things like psychic powers, before slowly recalling you're from somewhere else.  Acquiring 
psychic powers after start of play would be very difficult to justify for 'normal' characters; 
developing the ones you already have, or adding new ones, isn't a problem.

Asking what year it is gets you funny looks, and 'timeless' might not be a bad description.
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4.3 Other Places

There are supposed to be other places you can go, but, you'd better know what you're doing, or in 
some cases be expected and welcome, or things could get unpleasant.  Then there's supposed to be a
place called The Void - not a lot of reports back from there.

As a player-character you will not have had much to do with these other places before start of play.
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5. Well Gates and Homes

What is a 'Well Gate'?  For just about everyone in the time-streams, or worlds, this is not a sensible 
question, because, for them there's nothing there; they are 'Gate Blind'.  For the 'Time Lost' it's a 
convenient way to travel between worlds, and, with a little searching, they can generally find one in 
an (at least slightly) out-of-the-way place.  This means that large, flat, open areas, with no obstacles 
to block sight, are really bad places to try and find a Well Gate - you might need to consider digging
a hole, or, putting up blinds or some sort of structure; floating in open Space could be really bad.

In good light, assuming you can see Well Gates (have the right Perk, or Sense) they look like holes 
in the ground, between one and three metres in diameter, surrounded by a circle of stones or bricks, 
and full to the brim with dark water.  You can't draw the water, or splash it, and if you dip something
in it comes out dry.  At night, or in very low light, you can see the Well by a faint dark blue glow, 
and if you look down into it the glow seems both just below the surface, and an infinite distance 
away.

Well Gates come and go (very few last less than a couple of minutes), surrounding stone-work and 
all, but most are fixed destination; if they are there they will always go to the same (rough) location 
within the same time-stream.  Some few Well Gates (these tend to be the larger diameter ones) are 
cyclic, and at specific times of the year, or even day, they will appear and for a fixed time will go to 
a fixed destination.  Some cyclic Gates are found in places like Stonehenge, others have concealing 
structures built around or over them, apparently by the 'Gate Blind', who feel the place is somehow 
important.  Places not in use, or ruined, are good hunting grounds for Gates.  Gate Agents are good 
people to consult if you want to find cyclic Gates; some Gate Agents can look at Gates (or where 
one has been, or will be) and tell you things about them.

Using the Well Gate involves stepping out onto the water, and as you put your weight down (or, in 
zero-G, simply touch the water) you are elsewhere, with no sign how you got there.  You will 
normally step out somewhere that no one (and no camera) is looking directly at, but, if this isn't 
possible, there will be a brief swirl of shadow (the traveller doesn't see this) that you step out from.  
It's almost always reasonably easy to find a Well Gate back to somewhere close to where you've 
come from by Well Gate.  If there is a Well Gate at the other end, which isn't that common, you will
just have stepped off the water; the Well Gate you arrived on will almost always be paired with the 
one you came from (you can get paired, or even bigger networks of, cyclic Gates).  There's no 
known way to control Well Gates, or make them selective in who they let travel.

Yes, most of the Well Gates are one way, and you're not certain even which time stream, or location 
in it, is at the other end, except it will be a different one ('away'), and, where you arrive will not be 
immediately fatal.  You will almost always step to somewhere at least two metres in every direction,
and generally a lot larger.  Being Lucky helps, there are psychic powers (not facets, mutations, or 
psionics) which help with Gates, and there are Gate Agents who can be quite helpful.  But, then, 
while you will not step out into mid-air, or into a man-sized box with no doors, finding yourself in 
an two metre cubed airlock being depressurised isn't immediately fatal...

If someone can't sense Well Gates then they can't use them, and the Time Lost have found even if 
they have a firm grip on someone who is 'Gate Blind' then that person just gets left behind.  Even 
knocking them unconscious, or if they are close to death, wont work.  If it is an extension of 
yourself, or you can pick it up and carry it, assuming it's not a 'person' (a sub-human intelligence 
animal is OK), then it goes with you.  Even if the total length is longer than the diameter of the gate.
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If you can get an elephant off the ground it will travel.  Living things (or intelligent machines) that 
have a strong link (a Psychic Link, this may also apply to some Followers) to someone who is 'Gate
Blind' cannot be carried through.  If you have a Psychic Link to a dea (a normal Mind Link is not 
good enough) she will be able to see Well Gates, and go with you; beware, you can leave her 
behind.

Related to Well Gates are Home Gates, World Gates (also known as 'City Gates') in the 'Lost 
Worlds', and Inn Gates, though few know of these last ones.  They all work a little differently, and 
typically have different Perks associated with each.

Home or Home Base

A 'Home' or 'Home Base' is a strange place that a Westerner can reach via a special 'Well Gate', a 
'Home Gate'.  This looks just like a Well Gate, except in very low light levels where instead of the 
dark blue glow there's a friendly-feeling amber one, like a banked fire.  Unfortunately, while a 
Home Gate can be found just about anywhere, with the same restrictions as a Well Gate, you need 
someone else's help, who can at least sense Gates, to call it up.  However, they only get to enter 
your Home if you let them, unless they are a co-owner.  The problem is that if there's a group of 
Westerners who all want to go to their private Home, alone, then the last one has no one to help 
them open their Home Gate.  So, there must be at least two Westerners who are co-owners, and they
must call and enter their joint Home Gate after they've let everyone else enter theirs.

A Home tends to come in one of two varieties, naive or developed.  A naive Home is the thing most 
like 'home' a Westerner thinks of, a room or maybe a few rooms, a cave in rock or a glacier, a dark 
alleyway, a hollow under a half-fallen tree.  A developed Home is a possibility for when they've 
learned a bit, usually from other Westerners, but it might be possible initially for a disciplined mind 
capable of good visualisation.  This, while limited in size, has many possibilities, such as a house 
with a small garden, a cottage in a wood, on a hill, by a stream, or simply a wooded glade which is 
always a nice place to be, maybe with hollow trees or rocks to store things.  There's no known way 
of looking or getting beyond the boundaries of a Home, but there might be visibly an extension of 
the landscape within.

The Home may have running (cold) water, in reasonable quantities, it disposes of sewage, does 
some basic self-repair and cleaning while unoccupied, can have cooler places for food storage, 
warmer places to sleep, have day and night cycles matching the outside world, or a fixed light level,
even breezes, and air which is kept fresh for all normal use.  Sources of heat and cold may be 
provided by things brought into the Home, whether it is naive or developed, and an electrical source
may be connected to the wiring that some places may have (or wiring fitted).  Lights and 
sophisticated devices can be powered from such a source.  Food must be brought in, as must fuel.

If they can be obtained, construct servants, such as robots, may be used in the Home, as long as they
are of sub-human intellect.  Human servants who are not Gate Blind can also be used, but note that 
they can leave at any time, and cannot come back unless they are a co-owner of the Home, and 
they'd need the help of someone who is not Gate Blind; a pair of co-owner servants might be useful.
Note that co-owners may choose to never call upon their personal Home creation ability (or 
abandon their old Home), and just share the other co-owner's Home. Or, may merge the two Homes 
and their contents, which can be very messy, initially.  Not to mention if they 'divorce' later; 
"Where's my Rembrandt?  It's my Rembrandt, I paid for it!".
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6. Using The Worlds

This is one way of looking at how the various time-lines/worlds might be used by the Time Lost.  
Each world is introduced by the English 'jewel', "Young Jack", an ex-London street kid.  Whether 
you trust anything he says, or are prepared to go anywhere near him without your hand firmly on 
your wallet, is up to you.

"Now sit down, take the weight off your wallet.  You're new to this business of being a 'Westerner', 
but, there's reliable people who speak for you, so, that's good enough for me.  I know I look like I'm
still just a kid, barely shaving, but I've lived out in the worlds more than twenty years now, and I've 
still got all my limbs and better than my original teeth.  That's good for a man who dances on the 
edge, like I do."

Young Jack looks to be maybe fifteen or sixteen years old, is skinny, and dresses like a working 
boy, neat but not fancy.  He doesn't look armed, or would be too dangerous in a fight, but there's an 
air about him that suggests that'd be a stupid mistake to make.  He's pale skin, faint freckles, short 
muddy brown hair, and is about 5' 6" (1.7m) tall.  He tends to look down, with quick glances up and
around.  When you see his eyes they're brown, and look those of an old man, who's seen terrible 
things.

Warning, not all player-characters will have listened to someone as well-travelled, and willing to 
talk about it, as Young Jack.  So, if you study all of the below, you might, as a player, know more 
than your character does.

6.1 Jewelled Europe

"They talk about the Great War as if it was a heroic thing, something magnificent, a struggle for 
civilization.  I've been out there, in the thick of it, shedding my pints of blood, and my guts, to feed 
the land.  What it's about is who owns what, and the workers, we want to live our lives quietly, it's 
the rich in their fancy houses that get fat.  Germany wants land, France wants to keep what they've 
got, England wants to keep Belgium fat and happy, so no one gets to knock on her front door.  
Russia wants what she can get, and the wolf from her door, and the rest, they want to keep their 
people from thinking too hard about what they haven't got, by making them hate foreigners."

"For us, Westerners, Jewelled Europe is a good place to dip into, for things like food or supplies.  
No one asks too many questions, if you've got the cash, no one turns down gold or silver, there's a 
war on, and the Black Market is king.  Lots of wrecked towns, the odd wrecked farm building, 
plenty of places with good roofs.  And, if you're lucky, you might find a hidden cellar or two, with 
the odd bottle that hasn't been looted."

"Don't touch the farm animals, they're often the only things tween people and starvation.  Trade for 
for things like fresh milk and eggs, they may not remember your face, that's our curse, but they'll 
still be there to treat the next travellers right.  Tools is what they're short of, good metal, Sheffield 
Steel is what I swear by.  There's some good stuff from the Ruhr, too, if you don't mind dealing 
German.  Watch it if all they offer you is spuds, potatoes, that means they're in real trouble.  I know 
they can be good eating, but you've got to be careful, some of those can be 'Strange, Man', like a 
friend used to tell me."
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"You want the fancy stuff, if you know the right places, the right people, you can get it.  Plenty of 
ammo around, for those poor sods who need it, and don't glint their own.  Find a good 'quarter', give
them what they want, they can get you practically anything.  The really fancy stuff, you need a 
'prof', yes, I know they're rare, a back-room boy, not one of the big names.  Not one of the ones they
keep asking for miracles, more the ones who do the day-to-day stuff, like keeping the radios and 
telephones working.  Look out for the hungry ones, though, they'll have you up on a slab and cut to 
bits, give them half a chance.  All for the good of 'Science'.  A prof will be able to get you light 
bulbs, good copper wire, an Atom Stove, like the rich have, in their fancy homes, just keep it topped
up with radon, as much heat and juice as you want, perfect for your Home."

"Only fair, keep an eye open for Refugees.  The clothes that don't fit in, the blank eyes, easy to spot 
them.  Getting a reputation among Westerners for looking after Refugees is good, they might 'Go 
West', be one of us, some day.  Jewelled Europe is one of the popular dumping grounds, a war is a 
good place to lose people.  Get them to someone like the Red Cross, they'll treat them right.  Don't 
let the recruiters get to them first, or they'll have no choice but to join the 'war effort', for whatever 
side grabs them.  Refugees make some of the best jewels, you know."

6.2 Sleeping America

"What can I say?  It's a good place to hide, if nothing else.  Make sure you have cash, gold or silver,
old US silver dollars go down well, and if you make your own, make sure the wear looks right.  It 
isn't at war, it's pretty gloomy, and the people don't know there's anything wrong."

"Don't upset the 'Irish', you'll know who I mean when you meet them.  They're the ones with clear 
eyes, and, they get to remember us, not like anyone else in the worlds, so don't mess things up for 
everyone else.  If you get it wrong, and there's Irish bodies, burn them to ash, or bury them where 
no one will find them, and never, ever, talk about it.  People have died for talking about it, good 
people, but they didn't know to keep their mouths shut.  No, I wont talk about it more."

"Make sure you know where to find a Well Gate when you need to leave.  Place tends to make you 
forgetful, and you don't want to end up dumped in The Void.  A few come back from there, lucky 
ones, but they don't, maybe can't, talk about it.  Really, make sure you don't forget, maybe know 
where there'll be two or three different Gates."

6.3 Seize The Sky

"Really good place to go if you want to learn to fly, but best if you can already fly a plane if you go 
there.  Stops those awkward questions.  Knowing a bit about aircraft and the Space Race can help, 
too.  Good place to get machine parts, just say you're building your own plane.  Food is reasonably 
priced, most stuff easy to buy, but, be careful to pay in local dollars, using metal can get you locked-
up, if you're not quick."

"Avoid the saucer freaks, the ones who say they're full of aliens planning to invade, and the ones 
who says they're secret angels, come to save our souls.  They're all bad news.  If you can't avoid 
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them say you're something like an undercover reporter, or, you work for 'the government', if you 
want to scare them off.  If it looks like you're getting the wrong sort of interest, run away, run away 
fast.  The real government men can be really nasty."

"What can I say?  1960s America.  You like it or you loath it.  If you've anything like a Russian 
accent, avoid this world like the plague."

6.4 Dig For Victory

“You need to know what you're doing, if you visit here.  Main thing to know is not to talk about 
living above ground, except as history.  Not a good idea to flash the wrong sort of technology, even 
worse to have visible implants, non-living parts to your body.  They'll beat you to death for being an
agent of the machines.  Also, remember if you're a jewel, any facets you show are 'mutant powers', 
but try and keep it credible, glinting weapons is just asking for trouble.”

“Thing to know, they don't use a lot of money.  Mostly trade favours, a bit of barter.  Some might 
call it 'socialist', they call it survival.  Makes it a good place to pick-up metals, silver, gold, maybe 
gems, for canned food.  Don't get greedy, though, spoil things for others.  You can lynched for 
hoarding here. Also, I don't believe the rumours about mutant mind readers, but some of them are 
pretty good at telling if you're lying, so be careful what you say, be ready to run if you need too.”

“Not a place to visit if you want a sun tan, or don't like being underground, maybe in small spaces.  
Do NOT take a robot – you will be lynched.  Also, careful what you say about atomic energy, as the
people there think a lot of the surface is still radioactive, 'ractivity'.”

6.5 Play The Game

“Funny world this.  On the surface, most places pretty peaceful, well organised, good place to buy 
medical services, if you're careful, got credible resources. Talk to a Gate Agent, they set up 
anonymous accounts, anyone can draw on, just do your bit to keep those topped-up.  They can get 
you good papers, id, will do for a short time there, but, of course, you'll be owing a favour in 
return.”

“Below the surface, there's the sports, and how mad people are about them, and the drugs, they can 
be pretty bad.  Watch out for the adverts, too.  Some sneak into your head, and you find you want to
buy stuff, you've got no use for.  The sports use them too, and you can find you want to get 
involved, or at least pay to watch them on a screen.  Pretty sure there's drugs, go in the wrong place 
you need to guard your drink, or you'll find you want more, or at least you're chucking up your guts.
Might need a Wonderland visit to clean you up.”

“If you've got the right id, this is the place to go if you want to move around the world, no questions
asked.  Get on a plane and in a day or two you can be on the other side of the Earth.  Telephones, 
you can get pocket ones, let you talk to anyone with a phone, anywhere in the world.  Watch 
moving pictures, use their 'Internet' thing – you'll have to talk to someone else if you want to know 
more about that.  Got to keep them fed with juice, though, they're not magic, even though they may 
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look it.  And, they let the authorities find you, if you leave the battery in – be careful.”

“Lots of good tech for sale here, cheap food, good clothes, really cheap second-hand books.  Watch 
out, though, lot of low quality stuff around.  Loads of things made in China, I never did figure that 
one out.  Be careful, some places have got cameras, moving picture, video ones, all over the place.  
Can make it difficult to find, use, Well Gates.  Also, those pocket phones, lots of them are cameras, 
moving picture, too.  Try not to use a Well Gate while one is facing your way, we don't need the 
trouble.”

6.6 Wonderland

“Frankly, this place scares me.  You know that only a short distance away from you is emptiness 
you could fall in forever, no air to breathe, no surface of water you can strike towards to save 
yourself, ice to break.  Just.  Nothing.”

“On the other hand, there's beauty that could get you to believe in God if anything would.  You can 
look down on blue worlds, so small that you can cover them with your hand, where more people 
live than you've ever met in your life, more people than you've even seen from a distance.  Awe 
inspiring.”

“But, you don't want the travel agent spiel, you want to know what the place can do for you.  Apart 
from get you very dead if you do things wrong.  Carry an emergency vacuum mask and learn how 
to use it, practice religiously.  Mostly, I'd deal with the Spacers, they're normally nice people, if you 
don't mind that they're usually in a hurry.  Though there's the same fools and idiots as you get 
anywhere, and the odd monster.”

“All of them tend to be twitchy about time, though, so it's a subject you need to be careful about, 
around them.  Don't talk about history, if you can, and particularly avoid history of their last 
hundred years.  They'll notice if you're wearing a wrist watch, or have a fob watch, and talk about it,
ask you where you got it, so be ready with answers they'll believe.  A present from family, loved 
one, a friend, is generally a good response.  Yes, I know it's strange, asking about your personal 
history when they're scared of History, but, deal with it.”

“There's the best medicine you can find anywhere, here, it's where I got my teeth, how I stay this 
age.  Only problem is paying for it, they don't much value metal, gems, and trying to barter 
'antiques' is really asking for trouble, unless you know exactly what you're doing.  Well-crafted 
jewellery can work, other hand-made things, like clothes, small pieces of hand-carved wood.  Don't 
try and fool them with stuff made partly with machine-tools, talking about how you made the stuff 
yourself is best.  Or, deal with a Gate Agent who specialises in Wonderland, get your 'GCs', giga-
watt-hour credits, sorted before you go, in a company account.”

“Do not try and buy a dea.  Good way to get spaced.  Just because their bodies are grown in a lab, 
and they haven't got human parents, doesn't mean they have no rights.  Some of the humans you 
meet walking, floating around, if you can take zero gravity, only original part of them left is their 
brains.  And more than half of them can be metal, or something more artificial.  Also, some people 
half-worship dea.  Do not mess.”
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“Yes, you can get good weapons here.  But, you have to ask yourself, where can you use them, and 
not get the wrong sort of notice?  So, if you do, get something that looks normal, to most 
Easterners, claim you like an antique look when you buy in Wonderland.  Maybe with a hidden 
switch, to get to the fancy features.  You would not believe the ways these people can hide stuff.  
But, sooner or later, most things you get there will need juice, so make sure you know how to feed it
to your new 'special surprise'.”

“Also, be careful, you can get stuff that talks, remembers things, and might chat to the authorities, 
maybe by radio.  Make sure you know exactly what you've bought.  Maybe sit down, later, with a 
Westerner who understands these sorts of things, can tell you the risks you're taking.”

“Dangerous people.  Watch out for the 'Purists'.  What they say might make sense to you, the having
stuff implanted in your body being a bad idea.  Find a Westerner who can explain why trusting a 
'Space Nazi' is a bad idea, and never, ever, say anything bad about Adolf Hitler near one of them.  
They practically worship him, are waiting for the 'Second Coming', reincarnation, or something.  
So, if you have to, do business with them, but be careful.”

“Apart from that you get anarchists, Libertarians (read a book if you don't know what those are), 
and the other sorts of people with too much wealth and free time to bother thinking about how 
people who have to scrape for a living get by.  If someone starts talking politics, particularly if they 
mix it with technology you don't understand, sit quiet and listen, even if you want to start a fist 
fight.  Maybe nod occasionally, leave saying they've given you a lot to think about.”

“So, like most worlds, time lines, nice place to visit, but you need to make sure you can leave in a 
hurry, if you have to.  Preferably leaving signs you left through an airlock.  Lots of big open spaces, 
really big, really open.  Yes, there's soil to run your fingers through, greenery to sit under, all the 
fancy food you can eat, drink to sup, and cheap, too.  But, unless you take the risk of going down to 
one of their Worlder planets, you'd better hope nothing goes suddenly wrong.”

6.7 Lost Worlds

“This place can get you believing in magic.  Not that there's any real sign of it, if you think about it 
carefully.  Or, maybe one of those drug dreams, where everything is mellow, and life is easy.  First 
warning, don't eat the purple fruit, or drink the purple drinks.”

“Most of the Gate Agents come from here.  They don't tend to talk about it, but, not all of those are 
Westerners, Time Lost.  Think about that.  If you need a Gate Agent, bad, this is the place to go.  
But, like most places, you need to be careful.”

“There's not much technology here, that you'd find outside somewhere medieval. Though, so much 
weird things, with the psychic powers, and the language thing, you have to wonder.  There are 
mines, for gems and metal, and you can barter for these, with things like decent wine, not in a 
modern bottle of course, a ham, a pot of honey, herbs and spices.  Maybe a bolt of fine cloth, not a 
synthetic. All from 'over the sea', of course.  Though, some of the locals, they probably know more 
about Well Gates than we're happy with.”
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“If you run into Refugees here, this is a popular dumping place, be nice to them.  Otherwise they 
can drift away, never come back to themselves.  Remember, some of them might be a Gate Agent, 
you depend on, later, and, not like other Easterners, they can remember you.”

“Don't pick on the red-skinned guys, unless you want them all to jump you.  Yes, they're weak, but 
they stick together.  I don't care if some people call them 'Martians', I'm pretty sure they don't go 
around in the flying saucers.  The guys, look like locals, wearing all the big cat fetish stuff.  Don't 
comment on that.  And, the big hairy guys, they're no more stupid than most of us.  And, they could 
tear your arm off, and beat you to death with it, particularly if you upset one of their women.  Who, 
are the mostly beautiful, not hairy, ones.  Fair warning.”

“Yes, there are other Lost Worlds than New Opar, that you can get to by ship, through their 'City 
Gates', but, there isn't much point.  By all reports they're even less civilized, reasonably peaceful 
Viking cattle owners, goat herds in the mountains above ruined cities, that sort of thing.  If you find 
a Well Gate, they're pretty rare, that takes you to one of those, and can't find one to leave with, or 
don't want to risk an unknown Gate, best to take a trade ship to New Opar.”

“The really big risk is forgetting how time is passing here.  One day is much like the rest, and if you
drink enough you can ignore the need to leave.  Not the memory thing like Sleeping America, but 
same risk of suddenly finding yourself in The Void.  You do not want that.  Believe me.”

6.8 Last Words

“Now, you might ask, if you've 'Gone West', is it every man for himself?  You're not the first to ask 
that, and some answered themselves 'no'.  There's the 'Time Guard', the 'Temporal Militia', 'Sadler's 
Army', and a load of smaller outfits that come and go.  You could start one yourselves, if you like.”

“The 'Time Guard' is biggest, probably most civilized you could say.  Mostly made of ex-police and
soldiers, topped by a General-Commissioner, has all the other ranks, support staff, clerks and 
typists, the lot.  Last I heard it was led by 'Arthurs'.  If they ask for your help, at least think about 
it.”

“Then there's the 'Temporal Militia', they're a ragged mob, with team leaders who argue a lot.  But, 
they all have guns, and want to shoot the 'enemy', when they can agree who that is.  Might pressure 
you to join if you wave around a gun, but, they'll accept the answer 'no'.”

“Sadler's Army, they're the bad ones, if they say 'join up' you do, or fight your way out of there.  
Leaders are all jewels.  The Guard don't like them, they get in shooting matches with the Militia.  
God help you if you ever meet Sadler, he's a jewel who glints a big gun.”

“I know you're going to ask about flying saucers.  Well, the answer is, it's not simple.  I've seen 
them, and the only thing I'm sure of is that they're not quite what they seem.  Talk to two people 
you'll get three different opinions. Me, I'm pretty sure they've got something to do with us all 
becoming Westerners, but I can't prove it.  What I do know is if you upset them too much you end 
up 'double-wiped'.  Had that happen to a friend, nasty.  Guard gave him a job pushing a broom, all 
he could still do.”
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“While I'm talking about it, don't think you're immortal.  Just because you can dance across time 
and pick all the best bits, like making yourself younger.  You still die to a knife in ribs, don't care if 
you're a jewel, mutie or tick.  Dead is dead, and there ain't no coming back.”

"Who am I?"  He gets up, salutes, stands to attention.  A ghostly rifle appears on his shoulder.  You 
can feel the wave of Power, rolling off him. "Rifleman Smith, Sir!"  Then he relaxes, the rifle 
disappears, and you're looking at a kid, again, who grins.
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7. Character Generation

 
Understanding character generation might start with comparing the characters with others in the 
West Worlds.  First there are the normal people, occasionally called 'Easterners', who are born, 
grow-up, live, and die in the same world.  Then there are the 'Refugees', normal humans who find 
themselves in a different world with a memory hole, or even no memory, but in theory could be 
taken back to their home world.  Finally, there are the 'Westerners' (there's lots of other names for 
these, including 'Time Lost', and some rather rude ones, like 'Ghost Thieves'), in which group fall 
the characters, with the same memory issue as Refugees, but are not at home in any world, though 
they can move reasonably freely between them.

Characters will have originally been normal (human) 'Easterners', may have gone through a period 
of being 'Refugees' (and overcome most of their memory issues), but are now 'Westerners'.  Non-
Westerners will tend to forget them, if they haven't seen them for a while, even if they were in deep 
and powerful relationships.  Official records (physical or electronic) tend to get lost, damaged, or 
just over-looked, unless they are actively maintained with fanatical attention to detail.  Is there a 
way to stop, settle down, have a normal life?  If so, no one is admitting to knowing one.

In becoming a 'Westerner' characters will all have a 'Time Lost' package deal as well as the 
Everyman Skills and World Package of their original world.  Not all (non-player character) 
Westerners will have that package, and not all of those from their world will have the world one, but
certain sorts of problems aren't allowed for (initial) player-characters (PCs).  If a character spent 
some time as a 'Refugee' they may be allowed to have some things from that world, too, such as 
Facets.  There are types of characters, which match the nicknames they are given by other 
Westerners; these can be misleading as they tend to fit what is obvious, which might be due to the 
original world, or a period as a Refugee.

7.1 Mechanics

For example, decide world of origin, and whether have been a Refugee.  Note what package deals 
and prerequisites this involves.  Finish building the character, recording a Background, any further 
skills and abilities, any other Disadvantages, and agree this character with the referee.  Repeat until 
you and the referee are happy with the result.

Characters are built using the Hero System 5thEd (Revised) as a "Hero, Powerful"; 100 Base Points
plus up to 100pts of Disadvantages (maximum 25pts in any category) - a minimum of 50pts is 
strongly recommended (except for Dopples).

Time Lost Package Deal:
Perk: Well Gate Access, 1pt
Perk: Home Base Access, 3pts
LS: Immunity to Total Mind Wipe, 1pt

Disadvantage: Time Lost, common, moderate, 10pts
Disadvantage: Can't Go Home, infrequently, greatly, 10pts
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Optional Time Lost Powers:
Perk: Distinguish Well Gate, 2pts
Perk: Distinguish Well Gate Time Stream, 3pts

Well Gate Access: without something like this Well Gates, the means to travel between the time 
streams, just aren't there for you, and can't be used, even if someone who can use them tries to drag 
you through them - they go, you're left behind.  Only the Time Lost have this Perk - normal people, 
even those who are now Refugees, certainly don't.

Home Base Access: allows you to open a Well Gate to your home base, a private, custom, mini-
world that you may or may not share ownership of with one or more others (later divorces are 
possible).  However, you need the help of someone else with a 'Gate' Perk to open a 'Home Gate', 
whether they are a co-owner or not.  If they are not a co-owner you get to choose whether they can 
also go to your Home with you (that only applies to this Gate opening, default is 'no'); if invited 
they can leave when they want to, whatever.  Home Gates close immediately after they are used.  
All (living) co-owners must agree to add another co-owner (you need this perk to be a co-owner), 
any co-owner can decide to cease to be one; you can feel who is a co-owner with you if you are 
both near any Home Gate.  Leaving your Home takes you, by a Home Gate, back to the place you 
created the access Home Gate from, unless you or your visitor has some other 'Gate' Perk or power 
you can use from your Home.  Only the Time Lost have this Perk, and it seems to tie in some way 
to the "Can't Go Home" Disadvantage.

Immunity to Total Mind Wipe: is a Life Support Immunity which means you, as a character, 
cannot be destroyed in this way - eventually you will recover (there may be ways of helping this) 
and you will get at least some of your memories back.  Not all Time Lost have this Perk (but all PCs
do).

Time Lost: a Psychological Disadvantage all of the Time Lost have, though they may try and 
pretend pretty hard that they don't.  Exactly how this affects individual characters varies; some get 
upset when someone gets nostalgic, others refuse to make anything but short-term plans, yet others 
work hard to stay active (or use alcohol/drugs), so they don't have too much time to think.  Buying 
Off: this can be bought down to 'uncommon, moderate', with considerable effort and justification, 
but the Disadvantage cannot be completely bought off.

Can't Go Home: a Physical Disadvantage all the Time Lost have.  Trying to settle in a new world 
won't work, things will go wrong, going back to your world of origin is worse, going to your actual 
home area is as bad as it gets.  Problems start with people forgetting and ignoring you, then you find
records and promises you depend on aren't there any more, at worst you start to fade out, and will 
end up dumped in The Void.  Characters can feel this problem as a nagging irritation on a physical 
level after spending a few days in a non-native time stream, hours in their native one, and minutes 
in their home area.  Taking regular trips to other time streams puts the problems off for a while, but 
this goes up to needing at least half their time elsewhere quite quickly, then they feel an almost 
intolerable need to be leave.  Buying Off: this can be bought down to 'infrequently, slightly' with 
really impressive justification but the Disadvantage cannot be completely bought off.

Distinguish Well Gate (Time Stream): can only be taken if have 'Well Gate Access', and comes in 
two exclusive varieties.  The first allows telling if a Well Gate is a standard, cyclic, Home, City, or 
Inn one (or exotic), at a glance.  The second does that and in addition tells the destination time-
stream, as a colour aura, from red for Jewelled Europe to violet for The Lost Worlds; this works 
properly even for the colour blind, and indigo can be clearly distinguished from violet.
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8. Skills and Packages

The Worlds (or time lines) are covered here, and what you need to have come from each, or to have 
been a Refugee there.  Some justification, maybe major, will be needed if a particular world is not 
'common' for Refugees; some worlds just don't have Refugees.

 

8.1 Jewelled Europe

nickname: Jewel; powers are called Facets

Jewelled Europe Everyman Skills:
Acting 8-
Climbing 8-
Concealment 8-
Conversation 8-
Deduction 8-
Paramedics 8-
Persuasion 8-
Shadowing 8-
Stealth 8-

Transport Familiarity: Horse or Bicycle or Cart
PS: Profession 11-
CK: European Culture 8-
AK: Jewelled Europe 8-
Lang: English, 4pts, literate
Lang: French, 2pts, literate
Lang: German, 2pts, literate
Lang: Latin, 1pt, literate
Running, 6"
Swimming, 2"

Jewel Package:
Minimum Characteristics, 54pts
Required Powers, 46pts
Disadvantage: Looks: Jewel, concealable, major reaction, 10pts
Disadvantage: Fragile Facets, infrequently, total, 15pts

Required Jewel Skills (PC):
Meditation (Power Skill, EGO-Based) +1, 5pts
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Required Minimum Characteristics:
STR 10, DEX 11, CON 15, BODY 15
INT 8, EGO 11, PRE 15, COM N/A
PD 7, ED 7, SPD 3
REC 8, END N/A, STUN 30
Running 7", Swimming 2"
Total RP = 54

Required Powers: Refraction, 46pts.

Refraction: is quite powerful from a defensive point of view, and cannot be turned off, even if this 
would benefit the jewel; in particular the Power Defence applies against attempts (for example 
using jewel facets) to heal the jewel.  While it is part of Refraction 'Regeneration' is sometimes 
treated a little differently, as it might be in something like a Multipower or VPP with other powers 
(the other parts of Refraction can't), but, if it is then these must 'default back' to Regeneration.  It is 
an amazing ability to throw-off (refract) injury, allowing normal healing even in poor battlefield 
conditions, with little food, and hard exertion.  This recovery will heal anything, eventually, 
including lost limbs and organs.  If the injury was caused by a non-jewel it recovers more slowly.  
Note that while jewels have good persistent defences they may still get (non-injurous) 'scratches'.
Damage Resistance 7rPD, BP=3, AP=3, END=-, MP=3, RP=3.
Damage Resistance 7rED, BP=3, AP=3, END=-, MP=3, RP=3.
Mental Defence 10 (+EGO = 12), BP=10, AP=10, END=-, MP=10, RP=10.
Power Defence 10, BP=10, AP=10, END=-, MP=10, RP=10.
Luck 2D6, BP=10, AP=10, END=-, MP=10, RP=10.
Healing BODY 2D6, Regeneration 2 BODY/Turn, Can Heal Limbs, BP=15, Zero END 
persistent(+1), AP=30, END=-, 
Slower on non-jewel injuries(-1/4), Extra time regeneration 1 week [~REC/month](-1 3/4), (-2), 
RP=10.
Totals: BP: 3+3+10+10+10+15=51, AP: 3+3+10+10+10+30=66, END=-, MP=66, 
RP: 3+3+10+10+10+10=46.

Looks - Jewel: the powers ('facets') of a 'jewel' are quite well known (in Jewelled Europe, and 
among the Time Lost) and are distinctive, including them shrugging off injuries that would slay a 
normal man, and recovering from injuries that would cripple for life.  Most of their non-defensive 
powers, and some of those, have a 'manifestation', such as ghostly-looking things appearing 
associated with their power, like a rifle for many infantrymen.  While they can often easily conceal 
that they're a jewel, by not using their powers actively, sooner or later they'll manifest themselves, 
and people's reaction, positive or negative (they can feel as well as see/hear they're in the presence 
of Power), tends to be quite extreme.  Buying Off: more control could be gained over powers to 
rein-in the reaction, but this Disadvantage cannot be completely bought off while still have this sort 
of powers.
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Fragile Facets: the powers need 'feeding' and are dangerous, and can sometimes 'shatter'; the 
(secret) means of feeding is nickel (coins, musical instruments, cutlery) - one rude name for poor 
'jewels' is 'coin licker'.  Also needed is lithium, which has medical uses, for many things, and is 
regularly given to jewels to 'help their balance'.  Most Time Lost jewels will carry 'vitamins'.  One 
danger is Spontaneous Human Combustion (SHC), the other is Death By Exposure (frostbite).  
Meditation (mainly Buddhist) helps; this is why all PCs are required to have that skill at least at +1. 
To 'Shatter' is to have a traumatic event, maybe a Radiation Accident, maybe (temporary) power 
loss.  Buying Off: might be possible so things going really badly wrong will only cripple, physically
or powers, rather than kill (from 'total' to 'greatly') but this Disadvantage cannot be completely 
bought off while still have this sort of powers.

NOTE: the nature of powers and what they need to work IS NOT KNOWN, even by the most 
brilliant scientists - the players know because they need to know to be able to play their characters.  
Something would seem to be preventing people consciously acquiring useful knowledge about 
powers - there's lots of popular theories most of which use the word 'Ether' or 'etheric' somewhere.

The above Package is for someone English, for the French change the base Language, and make 
English 2pts, for the German similar; of course, points can be spent for better Skills, and, Greek is 
commonly added by those with a classic education.  Other nationalities, such as Indian, are 
possible, and will slightly adjust things.

Note that you could have come from this world, or been a Refugee here, without being a 'jewel', but
this is not very common, and could be quite bad for the character's longer term (physical) health.

Quote: Mercy, Maverick or Hero, they're all pretty dangerous.

Refugee: common

8.2 Sleeping America

nickname: Awoken

Sleeping America Everyman Skills:
Acting 8-
Climbing 8-
Concealment 8-
Conversation 8-
Deduction 8-
Paramedics 8-
Persuasion 8-
Shadowing 8-
Stealth 8-
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Transport Familiarity: Small Motorised Ground Vehicles
PS: Profession 11-
CK: American Culture 8-
AK: USA/Boston 8-
Lang: English, 4pts, literate
Running, 6"
Swimming, 2"

Required Awoken Skills:
Eidetic Memory or Cramming, 5pts
KS: Recent (US) History, 2pts

Note that no characters will have found themselves as a Refugee in this world, but those who 
become Refugees, in another world, could have come from this one; you can get out, but you need 
to work quite hard to get into this world.  To have come from this world all characters must be 
'awoken'.

Quote: You've a better memory if you've come from this world, but that does you no good with the 
hole in your memory.

Refugee: none

8.3 Seize The Sky

nickname: Feather

Seize The Sky Everyman Skills:
Acting 8-
Climbing 8-
Concealment 8-
Conversation 8-
Deduction 8-
Paramedics 8-
Persuasion 8-
Shadowing 8-
Stealth 8-

Transport Familiarity: Small Motorised Ground Vehicles
PS: Profession 11-
CK: American Culture 8-
AK: USA 8-
Lang: English, 4pts, literate
Running, 6"
Swimming, 2"
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Required Feather Skills (PC):
Zero-G Training, 4pts
Pilot, 3pts

Note that you could have come from this world, or have been a Refugee here, without being a 
'feather', but that isn't very common, and may have longer-term campaign consequences.

Quote: If you're from this world you can fly, at least a light aircraft, and you're a (potential) 
astronaut.

Refugee: uncommon

8.4 Dig For Victory

nickname: Mole

Dig For Victory Everyman Skills:
Acting 8-
Climbing 8-
Concealment 8-
Conversation 8-
Deduction 8-
Paramedics 8-
Persuasion 8-
Shadowing 8-
Stealth 8-

Transport Familiarity: Small Underground Vehicles
PS: Profession 11-
CK: American Culture 8-
AK: Underground USA 8-
Lang: English, 4pts, literate
Running, 6"
Swimming, 2"

Required Mole Skills (PC):
Bump of Direction, 3pts
Navigation (Underground) +1, 4pts

Possible Mole Powers:
(not obviously physical) mutations

Note that you need to be a 'mole' to have come from this world, either as a native, or one of the rare 
Refugees, but whether you have any mutations is optional.

Quote: You need to know where you're going to escape from this world.

Refugee: very rare
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8.5 Play The Game

nickname: Lude

Play The Game Everyman Skills:
Acting 8-
Climbing 8-
Computer Programming 8-
Concealment 8-
Conversation 8-
Deduction 8-
Paramedics 8-
Persuasion 8-
Shadowing 8-
Stealth 8-

Transport Familiarity: Small Motorised Ground Vehicles
PS: Profession 11-
CK: Anglo-American Culture 8-
AK: First World 8-
Lang: English, 4pts, literate
Running, 6"
Swimming, 2"

Required Lude Powers (PC):
Illusion Awareness, 5pts
Hypnosis (EGO-Based), 10pts

Hypnosis: this is a skill/power, which can be built several different ways, and provides moderately 
good self-control and limited control over others.  A +1 skill roll costs 2pts.  Advertising has gotten 
so bad in this world that you need something like this for self-defence, not to mention resisting 
'instant addiction' drugs, and there's a lot weirder stuff out there, which this'll help you with.  Or, 
maybe you just like the way this can improve those drug trips...

Note that you don't have to be a 'lude' to have come from this world, either as a native, or one of the
rare Refugees, but that is uncommon, and could be quite bad for the character's longer term 
(mental) health.

Quote: Knowing what's an illusion, and controlling yourself and (mostly willing) others...

Refugee: very rare
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8.6 Wonderland

nickname: Tick (as in mechanical clock)

Wonderland Everyman Skills:
Acting 8-
Climbing 8-
Computer Programming 8-
Concealment 8-
Conversation 8-
Deduction 8-
Paramedics 8-
Persuasion 8-
Shadowing 8-
Stealth 8-
Systems Operations 8-

Transport Familiarity: Small Space Vehicles
PS: Profession 11-
CK: Spacer Culture 8-
AK: Spacer Habitats 8-
Lang: English, 4pts, literate
Running, 6"
Swimming, 2"

Required Tick Skills (PC):
Absolute Time Sense, 3pts
Survival (Vacuum) +1, 4pts

Possible Tick Powers:
Astral Awareness, 5pts
Psionic (Power Skill, EGO-Based) +1, 5pts
Dea Link, 10pts
other (dea related) psionic powers
cyborg implant (generally non-combat)

Absolute Time Sense: this is effectively a psionic power (no, it doesn't give 'psionic awareness').

Astral Awareness: is a variety of Mental Awareness that is psionic in nature, and alerts to psionic 
power and nearby goings on on the astral.

Dea Link: you can mind-link to any dea, which is really useful if you want to pilot FTL.  There are 
more restricted versions of this which can only link to a specific named dea (it's not anticipated PCs
will take this), and the psychic bond variety which indicates a deep and intrinsic link to a specific 
dea (who is usually also bought as a Follower).

Note that the above Package assumes you are a Spacer, and not a 'purist' (Space Nazi).  Also, that 
you're reasonably rational on the subject of dea and the strange stuff that goes on around them.  And
you don't have a major temporal psychosis.
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Further note, that you don't have to be a 'tick' to have come from this world, either as a native, or 
one of the uncommon Refugees, but that isn't usual, and could be quite bad for the character's 
longer term (physical and mental) health.

Quote: You know always what time it is, which is good for your sanity, and can survive in Space.

Refugee: uncommon

8.7 Lost Worlds

nickname: Prim

Lost Worlds Everyman Skills:
Acting 8-
Climbing 8-
Concealment 8-
Conversation 8-
Deduction 8-
Paramedics 8-
Persuasion 8-
Shadowing 8-
Stealth 8-

Transport Familiarity: Small Rowed or Wind-Powered Boats
PS: Profession 11-
CK: New Opar Culture 8-
AK: New Opar 8-
Lang: 'English', 4pts, literate
Running, 6"
Swimming, 2"

Required Prim Powers (PC):
Gate Awareness, 5pts
Psychic (Power Skill, EGO-Based) +1, 5pts

Possible Prim Powers:
Gate Understanding, +5pts
Transcend Language, 7pts
other (non-combat) psychic powers; no unwilling telepathy

The language 'English' isn't, but, when the people from here leave their world for another time line 
English is usually what they find themselves using, and when they go home they switch back.  
Some actually make an attempt to learn real English (consider the cost to be -1pt, or if they're a 
Linguist -2pts), as well, and when this reaches 4pts their native language doesn't switch when they 
go to English-using areas, and they can still use it to do things like read stuff written on their home 
world, or write in that language.
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Gate Awareness: gives the ability to passively sense all sorts of Gates, and thus interact with them 
and use them.  This is a handy substitute for the Time Lost 'Well Gate Access' Perk, as it lets people 
with it use Well Gates between time streams.  This isn't the sort of thing a purely sensory power 
would be expected to be able to do...

Gate Understanding: this takes the basic Gate Awareness and lets you turn this into a sense that 
will tell you things about Well Gates, as well as the sort of 'City Gates' found throughout the Lost 
Worlds.  You can tell a lot about naturally occurring Gates, sometimes even if they aren't currently 
active, such as their cycle, and you will know the time line, and location within it, they go to.

Transcend Language: is a Mind Link which can be used to anyone willing, by staring into their 
eyes.  While this is mostly for ignoring language barriers, and is dropped after messages are 
exchanged, the link can be left running, which can be really useful.  Obviously being able to 
communicate with more than one person at once, and act as a mental 'switchboard', could be 
extremely useful, but will cost more points ("Transcend Language (2)" would cost 10pts, four 
people 12pts, etc.).  The Limitation "Must Stare Into Eyes To Establish Link" is assumed to be -1.

Note that most 'Gate Agents', those who help the Time Lost move around the time lines, are from 
the Lost Worlds (generally New Opar), and all the better ones have Gate Understanding.  PCs will 
not start play as Gate Agents, but they might aspire to become one.  Also note that 'prims' are 
normally the only PCs who start play knowing something like a 'Inn Gate Access' Perk exists.

Further note, that you don't have to be a 'prim' to have come from this world, either as a native, or 
one of the Refugees, but that isn't usual, and could be quite bad for the character's longer term 
(physical and mental) health.

Quote: There's people out there making some really interesting use of Gates, isn't it good you can 
really help them do more than just navigate ships between planes and not get lost in the jungle?

Refugee: common

8.8 No World

nickname: Dopple

No World Everyman Skills:
Acting 8-
Climbing 8-
Concealment 8-
Conversation 8-
Deduction 8-
Paramedics 8-
Persuasion 8-
Shadowing 8-
Stealth 8-
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Lang: 'English', 5pts, literate
Running, 6"
Swimming, 2"

Required Dopple Skills (PC):
Linguist, 3pts
non-Linguist Skill Enhancer, 3pts
Speed Reading x10, 4pts
PS: Fast Learner 8-, 1pt
Lang: imitate accents, 1pt
no non-Everyman Skills, -5pts
Total: 7pts

Possible Dopple Powers (one-of):
Jewel Potential, 1pt
Memory Potential, 1pt
Flight Potential, 1pt
Mutation Potential, 1pt
Illusion Potential, 1pt
Psionic Potential, 1pt
Psychic Potential, 1pt

The nickname 'dopple' means someone who has been 'double wiped', and has no memory, not even 
of any non-Everyman skills they may have had, and they lack the TF, PS, CK and AK from that list,
too.  Your main hint as their origin is their native language, but if they talk to someone they'll 
automatically shift to using their accent, and they soak up new languages, and at least one other sort
of skill (the type the Skill Enhancer is for), like a sponge.  They also start with no powers from any 
particular world.  Choosing Disadvantages for a dopple can be very difficult, and they may start the 
campaign with only the standard Time Lost ones.

Note that these are the 'generic' character type of the campaign, and given a bit of a chance they can 
pick up all sorts of skills.  Taking one of the 'potential powers' can either be done initially, or later if 
there's a reasonable excuse to have 'imprinted' off someone.  Getting a power this way does not 
remove any of the requirements for that power or power set, though the Disadvantages are also 
acquired, and may provide more total points.  Taking more than one 'potential power' will require a 
lot of justification - having two is a hard limit.

Further note, to be a 'dopple', which is what this character design choice is about, requires taking all 
the dopple skills, though the powers are optional.  In theory, a character could be double-wiped and 
not have the dopple skills, but, having no memory or skills, and only the normal learning rate, tends 
to make for a rather restricted character.

Quote: Memory?  Yeah, I've got one of those, somewhere around here...

Refugee: N/A
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9. Sample Characters

These are not 'real' characters, they are designed to show various things about generating characters.
The basic possibility is to take a character of one time-line/world of origin, or, to do that and follow 
with a period as a Refugee on a second world, then apply the Time Lost package deal.

On a 'real' character sheet the Powers and Disadvantage notes might well be included, but they have
been left out here to avoid duplicating text from the Package Deals, in the Game Mechanics.

9.1 Tommy: Jewel NPC

Val  CHA  Pts  Pts                 Skills                    Roll
 10  STR        5  Meditation (Power Skill, EGO-Based), 11-   12-
 11  DEX    3                                                  - 
 15  CON   10   6   DR: 7 rPD and 7 rED                        - 
 15  BODY  10  10   Mental Defence 10+2=12                     - 
  8  INT   -2  10   Power Defence 10                           - 
 11  EGO    2  10   Luck 2D6                                   - 
 15  PRE    5  10   Regeneration 2 BODY (inc. Limbs)           - 
 10  COM                                                       - 
  7  PD     4  31   Gunner: +1 OCV; (1) 2D6 RKA w +1 RMod OR   - 
  7  ED     3               (2) 1D6 HKA OR                     - 
  3  SPD    9               (3) +2D6 HA                        - 
  8  REC    6                                                  - 
 30  END                                                       - 
 30  STUN   2   2  Tommy's Further Skills                      - 
           52  84 = Skills Cost
           84
    Total 136
                       Disadvantages                     100+ Pts
Looks: Jewel, concealable, major reaction                      10
Fragile Facets, infrequently, total                            15
Shy (particularly around women), common, moderate              10
Reputation: Unimportant, 8-                                     5

Experience:  0                                Experience Spent  0
                                                              140
                                                                           
Tommy's Further Skills

 Pts                          Skill                          Roll
      *Acting, 12-                                             8-
      *Climbing, 11-                                           8-
      *Concealment, 11-                                        8-
      *Conversation, 12-                                       8-
      *Deduction, 11-                                          8-
      *Paramedics, 11-                                         8-
      *Persuasion, 12-                                         8-
      *Shadowing, 11-                                          8-
      *Stealth, 11-                                            8-
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      *Transport Familiarity: Bicycle                          - 
      *PS: Delivery Boy 11-                                   11-
      *CK: European Culture, 11-                               8-
      *AK: Jewelled Europe, 11-                                8-
      *Lang: English, 4pts, literate                           - 
      *Lang: French, 2pts, literate                            - 
      *Lang: German, 2pts, literate                            - 
      *Lang: Latin, 1pt, literate                              - 
   2  *Running, 7"                                             - 
      *Swimming, 2"                                            - 
    
   2
Tommy as a character is an exercise in creating a minimal 'jewel', a character from Jewelled Europe,
and shows how that character changes when he becomes a Westerner, 'Time Lost'.  His 
Characteristics are the jewel minimum, and are significantly better than any 'Normal' Character 
Type (except for his INT) and are closer to a 'Standard Hero', though not really 'Superheroic'.  He 
has close to the minimum jewel Disadvantages; only 15pts of personal ones, which initially gives 
him 4pts unspent.

As a jewel he has 'Refraction' and a standard 'facet', 'Gunner', which has 'C' power level, as jewels 
are classified in Jewelled Europe.  This is the standard, common, facet, and is arguably the core of 
the military might of the various forces of jewels that European nations maintain.  If he was instead 
a 'D' power level (the minimum) then he could maybe be built without any personal Disadvantages, 
or no more than 5pts of them.

In becoming a Westerner he is just given the minimum Disadvantages, and the required Perks and 
Powers, so he totals 140pts pre-Westerner, and 165pts post.  A few more Disadvantages, pre or post,
would let him pay for better CHAR or Skills, such as Combat Levels.

Jewel Facets

Tommy is a 'C' power level jewel, which is a reliable and usable power (generally singular), and his 
type is 'gunner', infantry who manifests a rifle (not needing ammo). If he was 'D' power level his 
type would be 'rifle', and he'd need ammo, as he could not 'glint' his own.

Gunner: manifests a rifle, which is +1 OCV in all rifle combat, and +1 RMod in ranged rifle 
combat, which can discharge a manifested physical bullet, be used to stab with a manifested blade, 
or to club with the butt. If desired the blade can be manifested on its own, to use as a tool. The rifle 
needs no ammunition, never gets dirty or jams, and even if smashed (if is used to Block with) can 
be re-manifest almost immediately (next phase) in full working order.
+1 OCV with Rifle HtH & Ranged, BP=3, AP=3, END=-, MP=3, linked to Reserve(-0), RP=3.
Multipower Reserve: Bayoneted Rifle, BP=47, AP=47, END=-, MP=47, as RKA(-1), RP=23.
slot 1: 2D6 RKA: physical, BP=30, 0 END(+1/2), AP=45, END=0, fixed slot(1/10), MP=4, STR 
Min: 10(-1/2), 2-handed(-1/2), (-1), RP=2.
slot 1: +1 RMod with Rifle, BP=2, Limited Skill: minimum 5pts, AP=5, END=-, fixed slot(1/10), 
MP=1, linked to RKA(-1/4), RP=1.
slot 2: 1D6 HKA (1D6 w STR): physical, BP=15, 0 END(+1/2), AP=22, END=0, fixed slot(1/10), 
MP=2, as RKA(-1), RP=1.
slot 3: +2D6 HA (4D6 w STR), BP=10, 0 END(+1/2), AP=15, END=0, fixed slot(1/10), MP=1, 
HA(-1/2), as RKA(-1), (-1 1/2), RP=1.
Totals: BP: 3+47+30+2+15+10=107, AP: 3+47+45+5+22+15=137, END=0,
 MP: 3+47+4+1+2+1=58, RP: 3+23+2+1+1+1=31.
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: , BP=, AP=, END=, MP=, RP=.
Totals: BP: =, AP: =, END: =, MP: =, RP: =.

Time Lost Tommy

In becoming 'Time Lost' Tommy adds the 'Time Lost' and 'Can't Go Home' Disadvantage for 
+20pts, and as a Westerner he buys the standard abilities for 5pts.  Which takes him from 140pts 
pre-Westerner to 160pts post.  This means that he has 19pts free to spend as he learns to become a 
Westerner, maybe allowing him to become less shy, and maybe buy some more jewel Luck...

9.2 Thea: Awoken Prim NPC

Thea is a 'Normal', 0pt character. This is not realistic, and she would likely have a Disadvantage, 
such as 'Curious', and better than the base 10 EGO, and probably INT, but this is an example, not a 
'real' NPC. These are her (edited) initial Everyman Skills:

 Pts                          Skill                          Roll
      *Transport Familiarity: Small Motorised Ground Vehicles  - 
      *PS: Tomboy, 11-                                        11-
      *CK: American Culture, 11-                               8-
      *AK: USA/Kansas, 11-                                     8-
      *Lang: English, 4pts, literate                           - 
 ___
   0

Refugee Thea

As a 'prim' Refugee from Sleeping America now in The Lost Worlds (New Opar) she loses and 
adds:

Thea's Refugee Skills and Powers

 Pts                          Skill                          Roll
      *no TF: Small Motorised Ground Vehicles                  - 
      *no PS: Tomboy, 11-                                      - 
      *no CK: American Culture                                 - 
      *no AK: USA/Kansas                                       - 
      *no Lang: English, 4pts, literate                        - 
   5   Eidetic Memory                                          - 
   2   KS: Recent (US) History, 11-                           11-

      *Transport Familiarity: Small Wind-Powered Boats         - 
      *PS: Refugee, 11-                                       11-
      *CK: New Opar Culture 8-                                 8-
      *AK: New Opar 8-                                         8-
      *Lang: 'English', 4pts, literate                         - 
   5   Gate Awareness                                          - 
   5   Psychic (Power Skill, EGO-Based), 11-                  12-
 ___
  17
Note that no points are gained for the loss of her original TF/PS/CK/AK/Lang (becoming a Refugee
does not give her two sets of Everyman Skills), but, these can go on a 'Wish List' to be bought later 
when they are 'remembered'. Normally a Refugee would retain their native Lang, but in the 'Lost 
Worlds' this becomes "Lang: 'English'".
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When she arrived she had no recall of anything (she'd effectively been 'double-wiped'; this worse 
than normal for a Refugee), but her Eidetic Memory allowed her to recover the "KS: Recent (US) 
History", as that was her mental anchor allowing her to leave Sleeping America.

While she was a Refugee it can be assumed that she started with at least a 5pt Physical 
Disadvantage related to memory, that paid for her Eidetic Memory, but that she more than bought 
this off and very rapidly began to learn things; she was at least a 25pt character by the end of her 
time as a Refugee.

Time Lost Thea

In becoming 'Time Lost' she adds the standard 20pts of Time Lost Disadvantages.

As a Westerner she buys the 9pts of Everyman Skills that becoming a Refugee lost her (this is a 
choice this character makes), adds 1pt 'imitate accents', and adds the 5pts of abilities:

Thea's Time Lost Skills and Powers

 Pts                          Skill                          Roll
   1   Transport Familiarity: Small Motorised Ground Vehicles  - 
   2   PS: Tomboy, 11-                                        11-
   1   CK: American Culture, 11-                               8-
   1   AK: USA/Kansas, 11-                                     8-
   5   Lang: English, 5pts, literate                           - 

   1   Perk: Well Gate Access                                  - 
   3   Perk: Home Base Access                                  - 
   1   LS: Immunity to Total Mind Wipe                         - 
 ___
  15
The "Lang: English" costs 5pts, not 6pts, due to similarity with "Lang: 'English'", which she 
acquired as a 'prim' Refugee.

This means, as a Westerner PC, the 100pts that she gets as base gives her 88pts left (100 +20 -17 
-15). Very likely she will have at least 11 EGO, 13 DEX, 3 SPD, 3 PD, 3 ED, 6 REC, for 24pts. She
might also have Cramming, skills to go with (originally) being Curious, that weren't good enough to
avoid her getting 'double-wiped', and skills to fit being a tomboy/young woman in 1936 Kansas. 
She'd make a good Linguist... Thea will very likely have some Prim Powers, like Gate 
Understanding, or Transcend Language.
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9.3 Glen: Feather NPC

Glen is a 'Normal', 0pt character. This is not realistic, and he would likely have a Disadvantage, 
such as 'Needs to Fly', and better than the base 10 DEX, and probably INT, but this is an example, 
not a 'real' NPC. These are his (edited) initial skills and abilities:

 Pts                          Skill                          Roll
      *Transport Familiarity: Small Motorised Ground Vehicles  - 
      *PS: Pilot, 11-                                         11-
      *CK: American Culture, 11-                               8-
      *AK: USA, 11-                                            8-
      *Lang: English, 4pts, literate                           - 

   4   Zero-G Training                                         - 
   3   Pilot: Small Planes, 11-                               11-
 ___
   7

Time Lost Glen

In becoming 'Time Lost' he adds the standard 20pts of Time Lost Disadvantages, and 5pts of 
abilities.

This means, as a Westerner PC, the 100pts that he gets as base gives him 108pts left (100 +20 -7 
-5). Very likely he will have at least 13 DEX, 3 SPD, 3 PD, 3 ED, 6 REC, for 22pts. He might also 
have "Perk: Pilot's License" for 1pt, "Navigation: Air" and other skills to do with flying and aircraft.
If Glen's been in the military, as a pilot, then military training and "TF: Combat Planes". Him being 
associated with any group interested in Flying Saucers isn't considered here.

Apart from a Westerner from Sleeping America this is about as simple a character as you can 
normally get. While, in theory, you could leave out the initial skills that's a bit pointless (and, 
potentially, risky).

9.4 Ray: Mole NPC

Ray is a 'Normal', 0pt character. This is not realistic, and she would likely have a Disadvantage, 
such as 'Agoraphobia', better than the base 10 DEX, and probably INT, but this is an example, not a 
'real' NPC. These are her (edited) initial skills and abilities:

 Pts                          Skill                          Roll
      *Transport Familiarity: Small Underground Vehicles       - 
      *PS: Digger, 11-                                        11-
      *CK: American Culture, 11-                               8-
      *AK: Underground USA, 11-                                8-
      *Lang: English, 4pts, literate                           - 

   3   Bump of Direction                                       - 
   4   Navigation: Underground, 11-                           12-
 ___
   7
Note the +2 that 'Bump of Direction' adds to most Navigation.
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Time Lost Ray

In becoming 'Time Lost' she adds the standard 20pts of Time Lost Disadvantages, and 5pts of 
abilities.

This means, as a Westerner PC, the 100pts that she gets as base gives her 108pts left (100 +20 -7 
-5). Very likely she will have at least 13 DEX, 3 SPD, 3 PD, 3 ED, 6 REC, for 22pts. She will very 
likely have skills associated with digging/mining, such as non-Everyman Climbing, KS/PS, and 
also at least one Mole Mutation, such as underground-living related senses, a (specialised) mental 
boost, or something more exotic.

While, in theory, you could leave out the initial skills/abilities that's a bit pointless (and, potentially, 
risky).

9.5 Hector: Lude NPC

Hector is a 'Normal', 0pt character. This is not realistic, and he would likely have a Disadvantage, 
such as 'Sports Mad', maybe 'Distaste for Drugs', and better than the base 10 DEX, and probably 
SPD, but this is an example, not a 'real' NPC. These are his (edited) initial skills and abilities:

 Pts                          Skill                          Roll
      *Computer Programming, 11-                               8-
      *Transport Familiarity: Small Motorised Ground Vehicles  - 
      *PS: Sportsman, 11-                                     11-
      *CK: Anglo-American Culture, 11-                         8-
      *AK: First World, 11-                                    8-
      *Lang: English, 4pts, literate                           - 

   5   Illusion Awareness                                      - 
  10   Hypnosis (EGO-Based), 11-                              11-
 ___
  15

Time Lost Hector

In becoming 'Time Lost' he adds the standard 20pts of Time Lost Disadvantages, and 5pts of 
abilities.

This means, as a Westerner PC, the 100pts that he gets as base gives him 100pts left (100 +20 -15 
-5). Very likely he will have at least 13 DEX, 3 SPD, 3 PD, 3 ED, 6 REC, for 22pts. He will very 
likely have skills associated with sports, such as KS/PS, even Martial Arts, and may have 13 EGO 
to show a strong will, maybe combined with some sort of 'Resistance'.

While, in theory, you could leave out the initial skills/abilities that's a bit pointless (and, potentially, 
risky).

9.6 Alice: Tick NPC

Alice is a 'Normal', 0pt character. This is not realistic, and she would likely have a Disadvantage, 
such as 'Fanatically Punctual', and better than the base 10 INT, and probably SPD, but this is an 
example, not a 'real' NPC. These are her (edited) initial skills and abilities:

 Pts                          Skill                          Roll
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      *Computer Programming, 11-                               8-
      *Systems Operations, 11-                                 8-
      *Transport Familiarity: Small Space Vehicles             - 
      *PS: Horologist, 11-                                    11-
      *CK: Spacer Culture, 11-                                 8-
      *AK: Spacer Habitats, 11-                                8-
      *Lang: English, 4pts, literate                           - 

   3   Absolute Time Sense                                     - 
   4   Survival: Vacuum, 11-                                  12-
 ___
   7

Time Lost Alice

In becoming 'Time Lost' she adds the standard 20pts of Time Lost Disadvantages, and 5pts of 
abilities.

This means, as a Westerner PC, the 100pts that she gets as base gives her 108pts left (100 +20 -7 
-5). Very likely she will have at least 13 INT, 13 DEX, 3 SPD, for 19pts. She will very likely have 
skills associated with living in Space, like "Navigation: Space", and her professional interest in 
Time and the making and repair of devices that measure it.

Also likely are some sort of cyborg implants, like: 10mins emergency air, (short range) 
communicator, DEF 2 sub-dermal armour, built-in light source, emergency ion jets, (non-lethal) 
hold-out weapon, medical symbiont, Eidetic Memory implant, Speed Reading implant, Cramming 
implant, Universal Translator implant, personal AI assistant, augmented reality display, neural 
interface socket...

A decision would need to be made whether Alice was involved with dea, has the Psionic Powers 
associated with them, maybe even a psychic bond to one who is a companion even though Alice is 
now Time Lost. If Alice wanted to do more of this later she should have spent at least 1pt on 
"Psionic 8-".

While, in theory, you could leave out the initial skills/abilities that's a bit pointless (and, potentially, 
risky).
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9.7 Yan: Prim NPC

Yan is a 'Normal', 0pt character. This is not realistic, and he would likely have a Disadvantage, such
as 'Interest in Gates', and better than the base 10 EGO, and probably SPD, but this is an example, 
not a 'real' NPC. These are his (edited) initial skills and abilities:

 Pts                          Skill                          Roll
      *Transport Familiarity: Small Rowed Boats                - 
      *PS: Guide/Pilot, 11-                                   11-
      *CK: New Opar Culture, 11-                               8-
      *AK: New Opar, 11-                                       8-
      *Lang: 'English', 4pts, literate                         - 

   5   Gate Awareness                                          - 
   5   Psychic (EGO-Based), 11-                               12-
 ___
  10

Time Lost Yan 

In becoming 'Time Lost' he adds the standard 20pts of Time Lost Disadvantages, and 5pts of 
abilities.

This means, as a Westerner PC, the 100pts that he gets as base gives him 105pts left (100 +20 -10 
-5). Very likely he will have at least 13 EGO, 3 SPD, 6 REC, for 20pts. A basic "Mental Defence: 7"
is 5pts (assuming 10 EGO), due to having a trained mind. As a guide/pilot he has the needed "Gate 
Awareness" and Psychic skill. He may well have more psychic abilities, such as "Gate 
Understanding" and "Transcend Language".

Note that even though he is Time Lost he still has only the mutable language 'English', which could 
confuse others, as well as him. Also note that this mutability also affects written language, so he 
may well write text he can't read later (written 'English' is pictographic).

While, in theory, you could leave out the initial skills/abilities that's a bit pointless (and, potentially, 
risky).

9.8 Nemo: Dopple NPC

Nemo is a 'Normal', 0pt character. This is not realistic but this is an example, not a 'real' NPC. As he
is 'double-wiped' he has no initial skills.

Time Lost Nemo

In becoming 'Time Lost' he adds the standard 20pts of Time Lost Disadvantages, and 5pts of 
abilities.

Nemo's Dopple Skills and Powers

 Pts                          Skill                          Roll
  -1  *no TF: Small Motorised Ground Vehicles                  - 
  -2  *no PS: Sailor, 11-                                      - 
  -1  *no CK: European Culture                                 - 
  -1  *no AK: The Seven Seas                                   - 
   1  *Lang: English, 5pts, literate                           - 
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   3   Linguist                                                - 
   3   Scholar                                                 - 
   4   Speed Reading x10                                       - 
   1   PS: Fast Learner, 11-                                   8-
 ___
   7
This means, as a Westerner PC, the 100pts that he gets as base gives him 108pts left (100 +20 -7 
-5). He could have just about any characteristics, but a quick sketch of who he was before he was 
double-wiped might give some ideas. The only real decision with immediate effect, made above, is 
that he's now a 'Scholar'. Note that he has no skills or abilities (or initial Disadvantages), and that 
includes things like cyborg implants; maybe his brain was stuffed in a new body? But, Nemo could 
have one of the 'Dopple Powers', for 1pt, which would make it feasible to acquire abilities, even 
jewel facets, in that area, later.

Recording his wiped Everyman Skills on a 'Wish List' could be done, as they might be easier to 
learn than new ones, and a list might be made of other skills that he's lost, similarly. 'Easier' doesn't 
mean that these skills will seem familiar under normal circumstances, something exceptional will be
required.

Nemo is the definition of someone who has had a hard time, but was not, quite, killed by it.

9.9 Prof J: Jewel Tick NPC

Val  CHA  Pts  Pts                 Skills                    Roll
 10  STR        5  Meditation (Power Skill, EGO-Based), 12-   13-
 13  DEX    9                                                  - 
 15  CON   10   6   DR: 7 rPD and 7 rED                        - 
 15  BODY  10  10   Mental Defence 10+2=12                     - 
 15  INT    5  10   Power Defence 10                           - 
 13  EGO    6  10   Luck 2D6                                   - 
 15  PRE    5  10   Regeneration 2 BODY (inc. Limbs)           - 
  9  COM   -1                                                  - 
  7  PD     4  52   Prof - KS: Materials 11-                   - 
  7  ED     3              Inventing 13-                       - 
  3  SPD    7              2D6 Minor Transform                 - 
  8  REC    6              30pt Inventing Pool                 - 
 30  END                                                       - 
 30  STUN  11  11  Prof J's Further Skills                     - 
           66 114 = Skills Cost
          114
    Total 180
                       Disadvantages                     100+ Pts
Looks: Jewel, concealable, major reaction                      10
Fragile Facets, infrequently, total                            15
Curious, common, moderate                                      10
Looks: Woman, disguisable, common senses, major reaction       15
Hunted: Other Scientists, 11-, as powerful, mildly             10
Reputation: Useful Scientist, 11-                              10
Rivalry: Other Scientists, professional, as powerful, to outdo  5
Unluck: 1D6                                                     5

Experience:  0                                Experience Spent  0
                                                              180
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Prof J's Further Skills

 Pts                          Skill                          Roll
   3  *Acting, 12-                                            12-
      *Climbing, 12-                                           8-
      *Concealment, 12-                                        8-
      *Conversation, 12-                                       8-
      *Deduction, 12-                                          8-
      *Paramedics, 12-                                         8-
      *Persuasion, 12-                                         8-
      *Shadowing, 12-                                          8-
      *Stealth, 12-                                            8-

      *Transport Familiarity: Bicycle                          - 
      *PS: Tinkerer, 11-                                      11-
      *CK: European Culture, 11-                               8-
      *AK: Jewelled Europe, 11-                                8-
      *Lang: English, 4pts, literate                           - 
      *Lang: French, 2pts, literate                            - 
      *Lang: German, 2pts, literate                            - 
      *Lang: Latin, 1pt, literate                              - 
   2  *Running, 7"                                             - 
      *Swimming, 2"                                            - 

   3   Disguise, 12-                                          12-
   3   +1 w Impersonation (Acting, Disguise)                   - 
 ___
  11
Prof J is a male impersonator, a role she reluctantly took on so she could go to war; fortunately she 
comes from a theatrical family, so she could use her acting and disguise skills. She had used this 
skill before she went off to war, to sneak into scientific lectures, in the hope of learning how to 
better tinker with things like clockwork and bicycles, though she has not found anyone willing to 
teach her mechanical or electronic skills. Reading adventure books led her to go off to war, she 
found the reality rather different, and she caught the flu, as so many had. When she recovered she'd 
become a jewel, and one of the rarest types, a 'prof'. Finally she got some respect, but, other profs 
(and more conventional scientists) really seem to be a big problem for her. Every so often she 
disguises herself as someone different, male or female, to safely sneak off, and get some peace and 
quiet...

Jewel Facets

She has the standard jewel 'refraction' facet at 46pts.

Prof J is an 'A' power level jewel, which is a top-rank power, and her type is 'prof', a maker of 
materials and machinery, unlike a 'quarter' who can only make supplies.  Pity she's not better at it...  
(The need for deep Meditation is a quirk of her own.)
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Prof: a (slower) quarter who can produce (weird) machinery, but can still not transmute chemical 
elements. The transmutation will often involve chemistry-like processes, and pseudo-scientific 
muttering, and may be a multi-stage process where (crude) devices are first made (such as a lab), 
then these used to do the work. Profs may have complex pseudo-science explanations for what they 
are doing, the wiser of them realise this is the case, and sometimes refer to this as 'SCIENCE!', as 
opposed to non-transmuting evidence-based Science, which they may use if they can. Some systems
may require strange materials, even though there is no good scientific reason for this, such as 
natural diamonds, or meteorites. Most profs have an area of SCIENCE! that they are best at, though 
if forced to they can work on most things. Calling a prof a 'bad student' suggests they cannot learn 
from their mistakes, and can start decade-long feuds. Black-boards and maths that makes little or no
sense to others may be important parts of their work; Meditation may be critical to them, though 
they may be reluctant to admit this. Note that the base Inventing roll is only suitable for use in long 
periods of time where not working under pressure; at least a '15-' roll would be strongly 
recommended for difficult work. More 'KS' might be useful (more than '16-' is rare) but more 
Transform is rare; more Inventing Pool will be needed for some projects.
KS: Materials, 11-, BP=2, AP=2, END=-, MP=2, linked to Transform(-0), RP=2.
Inventing (Power Skill, EGO-Based), 13-, BP=5, AP=5, END=-, MP=5, linked to Transform(-1/4), 
only in deep Meditation(-1), (-1 1/4), RP=2.
2D6 Minor Transform: non-living BODY to materials, BP=20, into materials(+1/2), AP=30, 
END=3, MP=30, only to known/invented materials(-1/4), full turn(-1 1/4), (-1 1/2), RP=12.
Inventing VPP: 30pts, BP=30, AP=30, END=-, MP=30, RP=30.
Inventing VPP Control: 30pts, BP=30, AP=30, END=-, MP=15, only in a lab(-1/2), only 
SCIENCE!(-1/2), Focus(-1/2), (-1 1/2), RP=6.
Totals: BP: 2+5+20+30+30=93, AP: 2+5+30+30+30=103, END=3, MP: 2+5+30+30+15=88, 
RP: 2+2+12+30+6=52.

: , BP=, AP=, END=, MP=, RP=.
Totals: BP: =, AP: =, END: =, MP: =, RP: =.

Refugee Prof J

As a 'tick' Refugee from Jewelled Europe, now in Wonderland, she loses and adds:

Prof J's Refugee Skills and Powers

 Pts                          Skill                          Roll
      *no TF: Bicycle                                          - 
      *no PS: Tinkerer, 11-                                    - 
      *no CK: European Culture                                 - 
      *no AK: Jewelled Europe                                  - 
      *no Lang: French, 2pts, literate                         - 
      *no Lang: German, 2pts, literate                         - 
      *no Lang: Latin, 1pt, literate                           - 

      *Computer Programming, 11-                               8-
      *Systems Operations, 11-                                 8-
      *Transport Familiarity: Small Space Vehicles             - 
      *PS: Tinkerer, 11-                                      11-
      *CK: Spacer Culture, 11-                                 8-
      *AK: Spacer Habitats, 11-                                8-
      *Lang: English, 4pts, literate                           - 
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   3   Absolute Time Sense                                     - 
   4   Survival: Vacuum, 12-                                  13-
 ___
   7
Note that no points are gained for the loss of her original TF/PS/CK/AK/Lang (becoming a Refugee
does not give her two sets of Everyman Skills), but, these can go on a 'Wish List' to be bought later 
when they are 'remembered'.

Her jewel facets are initially 'forgotten' and her physical Characteristics drop to 8, her mental to 15 
INT, 13 EGO, 13 PRE, for a total cost of 0pts. Her jewel 'refraction' facets, and her 'prof' facet, are 
initially lost and her Meditation drops to 8-, for a total cost of 1pt. She initially loses her jewel 
Disadvantages, which costs her 25pts, and all but 20pts (Curious, Looks) of her personal ones. This 
means she has 101pts unspent (100 +20 -12 -7) when she arrives as a Refugee.

Time Lost Prof J

In becoming 'Time Lost' she adds the standard 20pts of Time Lost Disadvantages (reaching the 
100pt maximum), and 5pts of abilities. She also buys the skills becoming a Refugee lost her.

 Pts                          Skill                          Roll
   1   Transport Familiarity: Bicycle                          - 
   1   CK: European Culture, 11-                               8-
   1   AK: Jewelled Europe, 11-                                8-
   1   Lang: French, 2pts, literate                            - 
   1   Lang: German, 2pts, literate                            - 
   1   Lang: Latin, 1pt, literate                              - 

   1   Perk: Cyborg                                            - 
   1   Psionic, 12-                                            8-
 ___
   8
This means, as a Westerner PC, the 100pts that she gets as base gives her 0pts left (100 +25 +55 
+20 -66 -114 -7 -8 -5). She has a Perk 'Cyborg', so she hopes to later get cyborg implants (she's 
done all the preliminary work in Wonderland to be able to have implants; her Regeneration may 
make that difficult, but there must be a way around this), and having 'Psionic 8-' means she can later
learn psionic stuff.

Prof J is really pushing the limits of what a character can do in terms of exploiting the possibilities 
of her original time-line, and adding those of another by being a Refugee there. There's a lot she 
hopes to learn from Wonderland, including becoming a real scientist, as well as being a jewel 'prof'. 
This sort of character is typically a 'point sink'.
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